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MVP Report Card
Recruit Name: Keagan K Graduation Year: 2016

Recruit Position: Defense Dominant Hand: Right

Category & Skill Score Comments

Athletic ability:
Size 3.5
Speed 4
Strength 3.5
Footwork 3.5
Physicality 4
Quickness 3

Stick Skills (dominant hand):
Passing 4
Catching 4
Dodging 4
Ground Balls 4.5
Shooting on the Run NA
Time & Room Shot NA

Stick Skills (off hand):
Passing 3.5
Catching 4
Dodging 3.5
Ground Balls NA
Shooting on the Run NA
Time & Room Shot NA

Field Sense:
Off Ball Movement 4
Transition Game 4.5
Team Offense NA
Team Defense 4.5
Body Marking 4
Other 4

Legend: 5 = Elite Division I / 4 = Division I Top 35 / 3 = Lower D1, Elite D3 / 2 = D3, D2, NAIA / 1 = Lower D2-D3, MCLA, WCLA, Walk-on

Additional Comments
Overall Kaegan is a skilled, tenacious player who is not timid on the field, which are two of the biggest pieces of a foundation for a 
defenseman. Areas to work on are more use of his off-hand and better body positioning and footwork when in one-on-one situations 
(train with a speed ladder for footwork). Also, putting in more time in the weight room to become stronger especially in his upper body 
will only allow him to better dictate what his opponent is able to do on the field and add to his well-placed stick checks. With his speed, 
he would also make a great LSM if the opportunity presents itself.

His passes are crisp and in the box, even when under pressure or on the run.
Great eye for picking off passes on the run and when in the defensive zone
Able to read pressure intelligently and knowing his outs. Also utilizes his opponent's 
momentum to his advantage, making use of face-dodges to make a quick move and advancing Vacuum. Fantastic when picking up ground balls after a take-away or on a loose ball with great 
stick protection and field awareness afterwards 

Stick protection is fantastic, able to run through traffic and beat riding attackmen with ease.

Shows he is very comfortable with either hand when carrying, but did not see any use of his 
off-hand for passing, would always switch back to his right before passing or shovel pass with Again, great at picking off passes and catching the ball under pressure, great hand-eye 
coordinationAgile with the ball, but again, comes back to the right hand before passing, seems very 
comfortable when carrying the ball with his leftDid not see any instances of picking up the ground ball with his left hand

Head on a swivel constantly, aware of what is going on around him, doesn't let himself get 
fixated on the ball. Fantastic coast to coast, clears the ball with ease and makes accurate outlet passes to 
clearing midfielders or to attack in some instances. Great field eye

The report card provides a unbiased, third party assessment by former college lacrosse players of the recruit's ability and is to be weighed against multiple 
sources of input. This tool provides an indication of what level of competition the recruit may want to target today and feedback on areas to improve.

Our team works individually with college coaches at each level to identify assessment criteria and outcomes. We review hundreds of videos quarterly to 
stay up to date. This tool is designed to save time and help players determine the level of college competition that best fits them at this point in time.

This assessment excludes intangibles that college coaches are looking for, such as coachability, leadership, competitive edge, work ethic, desire to improve, 
sportsmanship and teamwork. Your lacrosse IQ, classrom performance and involvement in outside activites are all very important to your recruitment.

Most defensemen in upper DI are around 6" and above, but Kaegan has room to grow 
especially in the weight room. Should at least be able to bench press body weight as a D1 Very fast north to south, good break-away speed
Again, room to grow in the weightroom, have bodyweight be a goal. Great squat numbers, 
being one of the strongest players and fastest players on the field will allow you to dictate When one-on-one, overcommits at times, doing a better job with maintaining quick feet and 
better body positioning will lessen the chances of getting beat. Kaegan does a great job at Kaegan is not afraid to put a body on players or run into traffic with the ball. He shows no 
signs of being timid with and without the ball.Quickness - Kaegan has great speed once he gets moving, but when defending an attackman 
who makes a quick change of direction, Kaegan is slightly behind. He has great stick checks 

Overall strong presence on the field, seems to be everywhere the ball is when it is loose. 
Slides to the body, keeps pressure after the slide, and gets in position after formation has Again, great man-ball head movement and ability to be physical and intimidate the offense. 
Executes a flurry of checks with control while sliding onto offensive player


